OASIS INTERNATIONAL’S Aquarius Counter Top is the point-of-use water cooler for the well-appointed office. It’s engineered for people who appreciate the quality of fine refreshment—and who need to make a quick stop before getting back to work and life. Aquarius Counter Top conveniently dispenses cold, hot, and room temperature water from a single dispense point and can be connected to a filtration system for ultimate refreshment. Get a drink, make a fast lunch, or fill a water bottle. Whatever the need, whatever the temperature, Aquarius Counter Top gets it done—even faster with three preselect cup sizes or an any size dispense amount. The 11-in. dispense height is specifically made for on-the-go bottle refilling. For more information visit Oasis International at www.oasiscoolers.com.

HONEYWELL announces an array of Performance Series Multi-Format Hybrid Recorders and Performance Series Multi-Format HQA (high-quality analog) cameras. Through an expansion of the current product line, these new multi-format products offer a flexible upgrade and expansion path for SMB (small and medium-sized business) video security installations, such as retail, restaurants, and commercial offices. These updates to the Performance Series portfolio can be used to help lower installation costs and provide customers with an opportunity to upgrade to a state-of-the-art system without having to redesign and install a completely new system. By using existing cables, cameras, and other hardware, installation time can be decreased as well, simultaneously providing a path for future upgrades and becoming a “go-to” solution for retrofits. For additional detailed information on Honeywell products visit www.honeywellvideo.com.

HEADS UP LOCK COMPANY has broken through another barrier for restroom users in medical facilities. They have designed an elegant, safe way to show if the restrooms in medical facilities are available from a distance. The new wall light is pleasing to the eye and is an attractive addition to all users in any facility. The pleasing LED light shines on the wall as an attractive alluvial fan. It consists of a smart deadbolt lock that electronically gives awareness to medical staff outside the restroom. If the light is red, the room is occupied. If the light is green, the room is available. It’s that simple. This patented and affordable device is low maintenance and can be installed by any qualified handyman in all single-stall restrooms. Most medical care managers know that their patients’ and guests’ comfort is important. But their medical staff must know where their patients and guests are at all times. The Heads Up Lock gives the staff increased awareness with just a quick glance. They won’t have to wonder if the restroom is occupied—it will instantly remove all doubt. For more information on Heads Up Lock Company products visit www.headsuplock.com.

CAMBRIDGE ENGINEERING has launched a line of vertical and horizontal stands to accompany their heating and make-up air units. The Cambridge S-Series is an HTHV (high temperature heating and ventilation) direct gas-fired space heater that is 40 to 70 percent more energy efficient than all other types of indirect and direct gas-fired systems used to heat large commercial and industrial buildings. The S-Series is easy to install and start up because it is compact, lightweight, prepiped, and prewired. It has been a popular choice due to its reliability and efficiency, as well as its ability to offer better comfort through destratification. It also provides indoor air quality by using 100 percent outside air instead of recirculating stale air. Cambridge HTHV technology exceeds the Department of Energy’s 90 percent high-efficiency gas-fired technology standards. The M-Series is a make-up air system designed with reliability and
year-round energy savings in mind. M-Series heaters include patented Cambridge Low-Fire Start Technology, and proprietary stainless-steel burners provide ventilation and tempered make-up air for a wide variety of demanding commercial and industrial retrofit needs. For further information on Cambridge Engineering visit www.cambridge-eng.com.

**ECO-PRODUCTS** is launching a new line of compostable takeout containers that are unmistakably and undeniably natural. The bases of the new containers come in a natural bagasse color and are made from 100-percent-renewable sugarcane fiber. Named World-View Naturals, the new line is

strong, durable, and versatile. Guests can easily tell that these takeout containers are environmentally friendly. The new line consists of sugarcane bases with RPET (recycled polyethylene terephthalate) or Ingeo lids for maximum strength and optimum presentation. Eco-Products is introducing the new containers as interest in “zero waste” skyrockets among restaurants and caterers. The public is increasingly seeking out environmentally friendly businesses committed to sustainability. For more information on Eco-Products visit www.ecoproducts.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvgtvt@earthlink.net.